
STEP 2  

ART ACTIVITY

BUILD YOUR OWN 
CHRISTMAS TREE TEMPLATE

INK  DETAILS

LEVEL
MEDIUM

TIME
60 minutes

MATERIALS
CreoPop Pen and Ink

INK AMOUNT
4-5 cartridges

NOZZLE
Regular and Wide

You can make your tree with any ink. 
Try green REGULAR Ink for a 
traditional tree. 

Try decorating your tree with GLITTER 
Ink for a little sparkle, or GLOWING Ink 
to make your ornaments glow!

Use any color you like or choose more
than one for a multi color design!

Decide how many ‘branches’ you want your tree to have. This will determine how 
many tree pieces you will draw. You can make your tree with as little as 3 pieces or as 
many as 8 for a really full tree!  

Start drawing each tree piece one at a time, following the PEN MODE KEY to 
know what mode to use. Remember you can change your ink color at any time 
for a multi color design or add decorations and patterns as you go for a custom 
tree. 

Draw the topper star X1 and as many ornament shapes as you want, using the 
PEN MODE KEY to know what mode to use. You can change your ink color at any 
time for a multi color design. 

If you are going to put your tree on a base draw the base shape X1 using the PEN 
MODE KEY to know what mode to use. Use LIGHT-ONLY MODE on the back of all 
your pieces to make sure the ink is completely dry.
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STEP 5  

Now it is time to assemble your tree. Use FILLING MODE to draw ink along the 
JOIN MARKS options indicated on the stencil in RED. Connect each tree piece to 
the base matching the JOIN MARKS. For each join use LIGHT-ONLY MODE to cure 
the ink. Repeat until your tree is done! Using FILLING MODE and LIGHT-ONLY 
MODE attach your star to the top and add your ornaments anywhere you want on 
the branch pieces.



CREOPOP ART: CHRISTMAS TREE TEMPLATE

Build your own Christmas tree!  To get started trace each template shape, decorate, and assemble. Make more 
tree pieces for a fuller tree or fewer pieces for a simpler tree.

USE FILLING MODE FOLLOWED BY LIGHT-ONLY MODE TO CURE

USE DRAWING MODE 2 OR 3  TO FOLLOW LINE

JOIN PIECES TOGETHER ALONG THESE DOTS 2

ADD DESIGNS AND PATTERNS 
DIRECTLY TO YOUR TREE 
PIECES FOR MORE 
DECORATION.

TIP

X 3 TO 8

TOPPER STAR

X 1 ORNAMENTS

TREE BRANCH

BASE

X 1
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